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WHY AIxSPACE? 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is redefining the frontiers of the space industry and radically 
transforming the sector. Several applications are emerging such as autonomous decision-
making, astronaut medical assistance, anomaly detection, and predictive analytics.

Many actors involved in the space industry are integrating or beginning to show their 
willingness to progressively integrate AI into their technologies. Space innovation has 
always been and always will be a promising area and represents a nascent market with 
rapid growth.

To that end, Euroconsult and Innovitech have chosen to combine their expertise to 
create a unique event: AIxSPACE. For the first time, this conference will bring together 
key stakeholders in space and artificial intelligence industries to allow everyone to obtain 
concrete information on these markets and connect with potential business partners, 
positioning themselves at the forefront of the sector.

To ensure the health and safety of participants, speakers and our teams, AIxSPACE will be 
held online on January 18 and 19, 2021, over two half days. We are confident that choosing 
to hold this international conference in a virtual format will allow us to offer a more flexible 
event with more networking time, content and participants!



WHO ARE THE
ORGANIZERS?

Euroconsult:

Euroconsult is the leading global consulting firm specializing in space markets. We provide 
first-class strategic consulting, develop comprehensive research, and offer tailored training 
programs on topics related to satellite communications, space exploration, launch and 
manufacturing of satellites, etc.

Innovitech:

For the past 30 years, Innovitech has established itself as a true actor of change in innovation 
strategy through the creation and the management of specialized research consortiums 
in aerospace (CRIAQ, CARIC, GARDN) and in medical technologies (MEDTEQ). Our 
expertise in innovation and our knowledge about Montreal’s ecosystems makes us a top 
choice for innovation in the AI ecosystem.



WHY SPONSOR AIxSPACE ?

Position your organization as an innovator by partnering with AIxSPACE !
  
You will have the opportunity to meet specialists and leaders from both the AI and the 
aerospace fields and become an actor of change. Maximize your business opportunities, 
while increasing visibility among experts within both ecosystems.

Sponsoring a virtual event means: 

• Getting more leads thanks to our matchmaking tool and detailed post event report.
• Increasing your awareness among participants and benefit from new branding 

opportunities thanks to our virtual event.
• Getting more B2B meetings during the event with call-to-action buttons and virtual 

booths.
• Having more time to network and connect with participants.
• Having more flexibility by planning your event according to your agenda.

WHO WILL YOU MEET?

Researchers

SMEs and
OEMs

Start-ups

The artificial intelligence (AI) 
industry

Governments 

The aerospace
industry
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Available quantities SOLD OUT Unlimited Unlimited

Passes 6 4 3

PRIVILEGES OFFERED

EXHIBITION

Virtual booth* x x

NETWORKING

Include a custom question into the matchmaking categories 1

Virtual meetings (1:1 video) x x

VISIBILITY

15-minutes speaking slot to introduce a theme x

Logos on the virtual background of the event* x

Sponsored ads with a call-to-action button to book meetings x

Official sponsor of a session x

Official virtual lunch break sponsor
(A short promotional video played in the beginning of the lunch session) 2 minutes

Official virtuel coffee & networking break sponsor
(A short promotional video played in the beginning of the coffee break) 2 minutes

Pinned logo on the main page of the virtual conference* x x

Logo on the welcome page* x x x

Public acknowledgements x x x

MEDIA

Logo on the AIxSPACE website with a link to your site* x x x

Logo projected on the screens at the end of each session* x x x

Publication on social media* x x x

REPORT

Detailed post event report x x x

* Size of logo and booth visibility are based on the chosen package. 
* The visibility of certain elements can only be ensured under confirmation of the sponsorship before 16/12/2020.

ALL LISTED PRICES ARE BEFORE TAXES



FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

EMELINE BARDOUX
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, EUROCONSULT

EBARDOUX@EUROCONSULT-NA.COM

JULIEN CAUDROIT
VP COMMUNICATIONS & EVENTS, INNOVITECH

JULIEN.CAUDROIT@INNOVITECH.COM


